Lockheed Martin’s family of air-to-ground missile systems (AGMS) includes the HELLFIRE missile, Joint Air-to-Ground Missile (JAGM) and M299 Launcher – solutions that defend, deter and defeat current and future threats.

**Solutions**

**HELLFIRE**
- Semi-active laser (SAL) sensor for precision strike
- Multi-functional warhead capable of servicing all target types
- Precision attack minimizes friendly fire and collateral damage

**JAGM**
- Dual-mode sensor combines precision attack (SAL) and fire-and-forget (millimeter wave)
- Multiple target engagement, near simultaneously, in the face of countermeasures
- Enhanced effectiveness in adverse weather and battlefield obscurants

**M299 Launcher**
- Fires any HELLFIRE or JAGM missile in any order
- Digital design for integration with multiple platforms
- Fire-and-forget with dual-mode sensor offering SAL and millimeter wave radar

**Capabilities**
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### HELLFIRE
- In-service with 29 customers
- >98% in-flight reliability
- Combat capable on +17 unique platforms

### JAGM
- In-service with 2 customers
- >95% in-flight reliability

### M299 Launcher
- In-service with 29 customers
- Exceeded specified operational reliability of 99% per mission
- Combat capable on +17 unique platforms

Production

Since Lockheed Martin began delivering AGMS within the past four decades:

- Nearly 1,000 JAGM missiles delivered
- More than 6,000 M299 Launchers delivered
- More than 100,000 HELLFIRE missiles delivered
- More than 80 active Engineering Services tasks

Economic Impact

- 270 suppliers in 40 states
- Supply chain provides more than 1,300,000 parts per month
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